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THE REVERBERATING EFFECTS
OF OBERGEFELL
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THE UNIVERSITY OF AKRON SCHOOL OF LAW
WHAT OBERGEFELL SAID

• Same-sex marriage must be *authorized* by state
• Same-sex marriage must be *recognized* by state
• Due process + Equal Protection grounds
• Importance of dignity
• Contexts: death certificate, adoption, military
THE IMPORTANCE OF LANGUAGE

• Change to OH Supreme Court Rules
• Adopt gender-neutral terms in own decisions
• “Construe as gender-neutral”
  – e.g. maternity actions under “paternity”
  – e.g. “husband” means “partner”
COMPLIANCE

• Recalcitrance – clerks and wedding vendors
• Exceptions? Puerto Rico? Tribal?
• Judicial Solemnization
• Pastor Protection Act
RETROACTIVITY

• When applies?
  – Date of SCOTUS Decision June 26, 2015
    • Federally recognized June 26, 2013  Windsor
• Q: What if did not civilly marry?
DIVORCE

• Jurisdiction for Same-Sex Divorce
  – OH SCT remands courts denial of jdx
  – “in light of Obergefell” must recognize external M
  – Some trial courts quietly granting

• Qs of When Married for Property and Assets
  – ORC. § 3105.171 alternative “during marriage”
  – ALI §6.03 Domestic Partners for Property
PARENTAGE

- Marital Presumption
- Assisted Reproduction
- Birth Certificates
- Second Parents
- Adoption
PROBATE

- “Surviving Spouse” for Elective Share
- Revocation of “former spouse” as executor
- Wrongful death settlements to spouse via intestacy laws
OTHER FAMILY ISSUES

• DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
• IMMIGRATION
• HEALTH CARE
• PENSIONS/BENEFITS – “surviving spouse”
• BANKRUPTCY
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